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Abstract—When changes are performed on an automated 

production system (aPS), new faults can be accidentally 

introduced into the system, which are called regressions. A 

common method for finding these faults is regression testing. In 

most cases, this regression testing process is performed under 

high time pressure and on-site in a very uncomfortable 

environment. Until now, there has been no automated support 

for finding and prioritizing system test cases regarding the fully 

integrated aPS that are suitable for finding regressions. Thus, the 

testing technician has to rely on personal intuition and 

experience, possibly choosing an inappropriate order of test 

cases, finding regressions at a very late stage of the test run. 

Using a suitable prioritization, this iterative process of finding 

and fixing regressions can be streamlined and a lot of time can be 

saved by executing test cases likely to identify new regressions 

earlier. Thus, an approach is presented in this paper that uses 

previously acquired runtime data from past test executions and 

performs a change identification and impact analysis to prioritize 

test cases that have a high probability to unveil regressions 

caused by side effects of a system change. The approach was 

developed in cooperation with reputable industrial partners 

active in the field of aPS engineering, ensuring a development in 

line with industrial requirements. An industrial case study and 

an expert evaluation were performed, showing promising results. 

 
Note to Practitioners—Currently, prioritizing relevant system 

tests to be executed in case of changes to an automated 

production system (aPS) is very challenging and depends largely 

on the intuition and experience of the testing technician. As 

system tests involve manual operations, testing requires 

substantial effort. In addition, testing is mostly performed under 

severe time pressure and in an uncomfortable environment such 

as on-site at the customer’s premises. In this work, an approach 

is presented that supports the testing technician in finding and 

prioritizing available test cases based on previous test executions 

and change analysis. For practitioners, this approach could 

streamline regression testing and increase the code quality of 

aPSs significantly, in particular, for fully integrated aPSs, which 

have not been the focus of other research so far. As the approach 

was developed in line with industrial requirements, relevance and 

adaptability for industrial use are ensured. 

 
Index Terms—Manufacturing Automation, System Testing, 

Software Quality, Change Detection Algorithms, IEC 61131-3 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

UTOMATED production systems (aPSs) have high 

demands regarding reliability and availability [1], as 

interruptions in production or products of insufficient quality 

result in great financial losses. As the complexity of these 

systems is constantly rising, particularly their control software 

[2], quality assurance is of high importance. Even though 

model-driven engineering methods [3], component 

architectures [4] and approaches for distributed systems [5] 

have been proposed in research to manage the program 

complexity, most industrial aPSs are still directly programmed 

in the standard IEC 61131-3 [6]. To ensure a high level of 

system quality, typically system tests are performed to find 

faults, e.g. unwanted behavior. Commissioning or 

maintenance personnel, which requires substantial amounts of 

human resources and time, typically perform these tests 

manually until no new faults are identified during the testing 

process. 

APSs are often subject to changes after the start of 

production, e.g. due to changed requirements by the customer, 

newly found bugs in the control software or wear on hardware 

components. During these modifications, new faults can 

unintentionally be implemented. To find these so-called 

regressions of the system, regression testing is performed. 

During this process, previously successfully performed test 

cases are performed again to identify possible unwanted side 

effects of changes. During this process, the involved personnel 

are under high time pressure, as regular operation and 

production are halted, causing substantial financial losses. 

Thus, the testing process is to be kept as short as possible, 

while assuring sufficient system quality. The difficulty and 

problem for the involved personnel is to identify and perform 

only relevant test cases for the implemented change under the 

difficult situation of high time pressure without any support by 

automated systems. This problem is exacerbated by the 

necessity to restart the regression testing process after fixing a 

regression. 

In this work, an approach will be presented that provides the 

personnel involved in the system regression testing process 

with automated support in prioritizing test cases based on the 

implemented change of the system to allow for quick 

identification of newly introduced unwanted behavior. The 

approach is based on a guided semi-automatic system testing 

approach [7], which allows for structured system tests on fully 

integrated aPSs, integrating a human operator. This approach 
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was extended by a method to build a relation between each 

system test and the related parts of the control software of the 

aPS by using so-called execution tracing. After changes to the 

system, this information is combined with a change 

identification and change impact analysis to allow for a 

prioritization of test cases with a high probability to identify 

newly introduced faults. For this, test cases related to changed 

and possibly influenced parts of the code are prioritized before 

the rest of the test cases. The approach was developed in close 

cooperation with industry, taking important requirements in 

this domain into account, particularly the absence of detailed 

simulations or formal specifications and the need for real-time 

capability. To allow for an assessment of the industrial 

applicability of the approach, a case study using a real aPS 

was conducted. The results of this case study were discussed 

with industrial experts, allowing for a qualitative evaluation of 

the approach. The approach is an extension and improvement 

of the work presented in [8], where a basic tracing and 

prioritization method using a laboratory plant was shown. This 

approach was extended by a change impact analysis, 

significantly refined regarding the prioritization and optimized 

for industrial application by performing an industrial case 

study and expert evaluation. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 

Industrial requirements for the approach are presented in 

section II, after which related work and the research gap are 

discussed in section III. In section IV, the concept is described 

in detail. Section V provides a brief explanation of the 

implementation used in the evaluation presented in section VI. 

Following the evaluation, several performance improvements 

of the approach are presented in section VII. The last section 

gives a conclusion of the approach and an outlook on future 

research. 

II. INDUSTRIAL REQUIREMENTS REGARDING SYSTEM AND 

REGRESSION TESTING IN PRODUCTION AUTOMATION 

The presented approach was developed in close cooperation 

with industrial experts. In several workshops with up to seven 

experienced experts from three different internationally 

renowned companies related to or active in the field of factory 

automation, requirements were specified, which are presented 

in the following. The scenario for which these requirements 

were developed is the testing process of fully integrated 

industrial aPSs, in particular, the regression testing process 

performed after a tested system is modified.  

R1 Support of industrial aPS software properties: The 

approach is to be applicable for industrial standards of control 

software programming, in particular for the IEC 61131-3 

programming standard. 

R2 Real time capability and memory size: The approach is 

not to influence the control software in a way that would not 

allow the real time requirements of the system to hold with the 

currently set maximum scan cycle time. 

R3 Inclusion of valid hardware and process behavior in 

the testing process: The approach is to test the system 

including valid (real) behavior of the hardware and the 

technical process. 

R4 Manipulation of hardware and process behavior 

during testing: The approach is to allow for the manipulation 

of the hardware and process behavior during the testing 

process.  

R5 Increase in efficiency during the testing process of 

changes to a previously tested control software: The approach 

is to improve the efficiency during the testing process required 

after the implementation of software changes to a previously 

tested system that do not relate to changed requirements, e.g. 

bug fixes or optimizations. 

Based on these requirements, related work in the field of 

automated production systems and adjacent domains was 

analyzed for applicability and a research gap was identified. 

Subsequently, the requirements were the foundation for 

developing and evaluating the presented approach. 

III. RELATED WORK 

To identify the research gap the approach is to fill, related 

work in the field of quality assurance and test prioritization 

methods in the aPS domain were analyzed and rated for their 

applicability.  

A multitude of approaches was developed for improving the 

quality assurance of software in general and control software 

of aPSs in particular. Besides static approaches regarding the 

structure of control software [9] or integrated system models 

[10], several dynamic testing or verification approaches can be 

identified. These approaches can be clustered into the fields of 

formal verification, model-based test generation and virtual 

commissioning. 

Formal verification is used to mathematically prove the 

compliance of a model to a specification. Different approaches 

and tools were developed for aPS, such as the formal 

verification tool Arcade.PLC [11] or a specification language 

and verification tool for individual software components [12]. 

While a system’s compliance with the specification can be 

exhaustively proven, the approach requires extensive 

resources for the specification of formal requirements and 

system models in addition to an extensive knowledge of 

formal methods and often fails to deal with the complexity of 

fully integrated systems (“State Space Explosion”). Other 

approaches try to mitigate the problem of resource intensive 

specification efforts and the complexity problem by focusing 

on performed changes [13]. Yet, disregard for valid hardware 

behavior remains. 

Using model-based test generation and test automation 

techniques [14], the effort for specifying and performing test 

cases can be reduced. Formalized functional specifications can 

be used to describe the intended system behavior [15] or fault 

handling functionality of the system [16]. While the test 

specification effort can be reduced, the approaches require 

simulations of hardware and technical process behavior or do 

not take testing after changes into account.  

Virtual commissioning techniques have proven to be 

valuable for aPSs produced in greater lot sizes. For this, 

detailed simulations are specified, allowing for an automatic 

execution of a multitude of test scenarios [17]. Unfortunately, 

the creation of simulations requires extensive effort to allow 
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the representation of valid system behavior regarding the 

hardware and technical process. This problem can be 

mitigated by designing simulations of different abstraction 

levels related to the tested problem [18] or by using existing 

engineering artifacts for an automatic generation of simulation 

models [19]. In many cases, the required documents and 

resources for the creation of the simulations are not available 

in industry, especially for individually engineered machines. 

Besides the general approach to make the testing of aPSs 

more efficient and increase testing quality as presented in the 

previous paragraphs, several approaches focus on the selection 

and prioritization of existing test cases. In the domain of 

computer science in particular, this has been an active field of 

research for many years [20]. Two main classes of approaches 

can be identified in this field: static and dynamic techniques. 

Static techniques focus on the connection of engineering 

artifacts to the test cases (traceability) to gain information 

about what test case should be selected and prioritized due to a 

change. Dynamic techniques leverage data acquired during the 

execution of test cases to allow for a relation of the test cases 

to the tested code. After changes to the system, this allows for 

an assessment of test cases with a higher probability of 

yielding different results, e.g. by failing, exposing newly 

introduced unwanted behavior. While static analysis generally 

is better at finding all relevant test cases (soundness), dynamic 

approaches in computer science often choose less unnecessary 

test cases [21] and are thus more precise.  

Regarding static traceability methods, established tools for 

requirements engineering can be used to infer connections 

between requirements and test cases [22]. In case of changed 

requirements, related test cases can quickly be identified. Yet 

in practice, changes are often directly performed on the 

system, often without a change of the requirements’ 

documents. In these cases, a detailed relation of test cases to 

the performed change is impossible to achieve, hindering a 

prioritization of available test cases. Several approaches try to 

improve this by including additional information, such as 

historical data for decentralized production systems [23] or 

system models [24]. For product lines, test-case selection can 

also be based on a product line model [25]. Still, all of these 

approaches require additional artifacts and their connection to 

the system, which are often not available in industry. One 

approach for test selection is independent from additional 

models, solely basing the choice of test cases on changes to 

the software [26], yet the approach is limited to unit and 

integration testing, and is not applicable to system testing. 

When using dynamic methods, traces are recorded during 

the execution of test cases to allow for a relation between 

executed code and its related test case. By identifying changes 

to a system, this information can be used to prioritize available 

test cases [27], [28]. As these works stem from computer 

science, important requirements for aPSs are not regarded. In 

particular, the test cases used in the approaches are performed 

completely automatically, with no possibility for manual 

interaction with the system, and their runtime overhead is not 

investigated. Only one approach for tracing seems applicable 

for aPSs, yet the approach focuses on reproducing variable 

values for manual debugging and does not consider test 

automation or regression testing [29]. 

As the discussion of the related work in the previous 

sections shows, none of the analyzed approaches succeed in 

fulfilling the imposed requirements identified in the 

workshops with the industry partners (section II). As compiled 

in Table I, this is mostly due to not taking valid hardware 

behavior into account sufficiently. In addition, the disregard of 

important real-time requirements and industrially relevant test 

scenarios, including manual interaction with the system, 

prevents all approaches from computer science from being 

directly applicable. Thus, the identified research gap and 

contribution of this work is a test prioritization method aimed 

at system tests for aPSs, which is in line with the prevalent 

requirements. In particular, the approach takes hardware and 

process behavior into account, while remaining independent 

from simulations and taking real-time restrictions into 

account. The aim of this prioritization is to identify 

regressions in the system earlier, optimizing the debugging 

process after implementing changes to a previously tested 

system. 

IV. CONCEPT 

The presented approach focuses on a prioritization of 

functional black box tests [30] on the system level for a 

previously tested system that has undergone changes. Using a 

previously presented concept [7], these tests are semi-

automatically executed using a fully commissioned aPS and 

an operator (see Fig. 1, top right). During test execution, 

instructions are given to and acknowledged by the operator 

using a human machine interface (HMI). This is achieved by 

including test cases and an additional tracing functionality in 

the original control program of the aPS (see Fig. 1, top left). 

TABLE I 

OVERVIEW OF RELATED APPROACHES OF SYSTEM REGRESSION TESTING 

AND RATING USING INDUSTRIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR APS 

Approaches R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 

Biallas et al. [11] + + - - ○ 

Ljungkrantz et al. [12] + + - - ○ 

Ulewicz et al. [13] + + - - + 

Hametner et al. [15] + + ○ + - 

Rösch & Vogel-Heuser [16] + + + + - 

Süß et al. [17] + + ○ + ○ 

Puntel-Schmidt & Fay [18] + + ○ + ○ 

Barth & Fay [19]  + + ○ + ○ 

Req. management tools [22] + + + + - 

Zeller & Weyrich [23] + + ○ + + 

Caliebe et al. [24] ○ + - - + 

Baller et al. [25] ○ + - - + 

Ulewicz et al. [26] + + - - ○ 

Orso et al. [27] - - - - + 

Rothermel et al. [28] - - - - + 

Prähofer et al. [29] + + + + - 

+: fulfilled, ○: partially fulfilled, -: not fulfilled 

R1: Support of industrial aPS software properties, R2: Real-time 

capability and memory size, R3: Inclusion of valid hardware and process 

behavior in the testing process, R4: Manipulation of hardware and process 

behavior, R5: Increase in efficiency during the testing process of changes to 

a previously tested control software 
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While this previous work only focused on the test execution 

itself, the prioritization of such test cases is the focus of this 

work. 

The goal of the prioritization is to efficiently find newly 

introduced faults in a previously tested aPS that has now been 

modified, using existing test cases. To enable this efficient 

regression testing process, the system tests to be executed are 

arranged in an optimized order: test cases with a higher 

probability to find newly introduced faults are moved to the 

front of the queue. Through this, possible regressions of the 

system can be found earlier, allowing for an optimized 

iterative debugging process (fixing the regression and 

repeating the regression testing process).  

As schematically shown in Fig. 1 (bottom), the approach 

comprises three steps, which succeed the preparation (top left) 

and testing of the previous version of the aPS (top right): 

Step 1: A relation between each test case and the executed 

control program parts is built for the previously tested version 

of the aPS. This is based on test results and execution traces 

acquired during test execution on the previous aPS version. 

Step 2: Changes between the previous and current version 

of the control program and possible impacts of these changes 

are identified. 

Step 3: Previously existing system tests for the current 

version are prioritized. This is based on possible impacts of 

the changes (step 2) and runtime and timing information 

acquired during previous test executions (step 1). 

Building a relation between code and system test cases is 

not trivial compared to unit tests, where test cases are directly 

related to specific components of a system. While unit tests 

usually set and check most of the units’ variable values very 

specifically, system tests use fewer, high-level stimulations 

and checks to initiate and perform tests. For example, rather 

than exactly specifying all sensor and expected actuator values 

for a certain function, the system is stimulated by starting an 

automated process via the HMI and inserting an intermediate 

product into the machine. Which exact parts of the code relate 

to the tested function is not defined and remains unclear unless 

a relation is being built, as performed in step 1. This 

information can then be used to focus the change impact 

analysis and prioritization in steps 2 and 3, which would 

struggle finding related system test cases if only static 

methods were used. 

The foundation of the approach is a dependency model that 

is used to identify suitable points in the control code of 

programmable logic controllers (PLCs) to acquire runtime 

information during test execution and to identify changes in 

the PLC control program. In the following sections, this 

Test Execution
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DoneCancel
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Fig. 1.  Overview of the approach: After an original control program is 

extended by test cases and tracing functions (top left) it can be used for semi-

automatic system testing (top right). Based on the results and execution 

traces recorded during the testing process, a relation between system tests 

and code is built (1), changes and possibly influenced parts of the original 

code are identified (2) and system tests are prioritized for a changed aPS 

regarding their likelihood to unveil new faults (3) 
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Fig. 2.  Overview of the used meta models and their connections: the dependency model (top) extended from [31] (extension in light grey), the trace-point data 

(bottom left) and the test and test runtime data (bottom right). Connection between code (basic blocks) and system tests is achieved through trace-point visits 

(recorded during test execution) directly related to basic blocks. 
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dependency model will be presented, followed by each of the 

steps of the prioritization approach. 

A. PLC Control Programs and the Dependency Model 

PLC control programs programmed in IEC 61131-3 [6] 

consist of program organization units (POUs) that contain 

executable code implemented in one of five different 

programming languages defined in the IEC 61131-3, and 

globally defined variables and data types, among other 

entities. Depending on the task configuration, PLC programs 

are almost exclusively executed cyclically, meaning that a 

standard PLC scan cycle is performed: reading sensor inputs, 

executing the program starting from the POU(s) specified in 

the task configuration and writing actuator outputs. This scan 

cycle is repeatedly executed, with each repetition lasting no 

longer than a specified maximum PLC scan cycle time for 

each task to satisfy real-time requirements (typically in the 

range of 1-100 milliseconds for logic tasks). During the 

execution of the POUs, the program execution can progress 

through different paths in the code, called the control flow, 

based on the given inputs and current values of internal 

variables. 

For modularity and maintainability analysis based on the 

control and data flow within control programs, a dependency 

model definition was presented in previous work [31] that is 

used to generate a dependency model from a PLC control 

software project, in contrast to other approaches using model-

driven engineering to generate PLC control software [3]. The 

related meta model, which is partially presented in the upper 

part of Fig. 2, was extended by stereotypes to include control 

flows within POUs (extensions in light grey). The extended 

dependency model is a directed graph comprising nodes and 

edges. Nodes represent structural entities of an IEC 61131-3 

project, whereas edges represent the dependencies between 

these entities. An edge is a unidirectional connection between 

two nodes: a source and a target. The extended meta model 

defines nodes from a control software project such as tasks, 

POUs (functions, function blocks and functions), sequential 

function chart (SFC) steps and transition, POU actions and 

basic blocks (code segments that contain no decisions). 

Dependencies are represented by edges between nodes, such 

as calls between POUs (functions and programs) or POU 

instances (function blocks), read and write operations and 

progressions between basic blocks (JumpsToEdge) and SFC 

steps (SFCTransitionEdge). So far, the dependency model 

supports the detailed description of IEC 61131-3 structured 

text (ST) and SFC implementations. 

B. Acquiring System Test Runtime Information 

A substantial input for the prioritization algorithm is test 

results and data acquired during runtime for each test case. 

The test results include information such as the test verdict 

(passed/failed) and total execution time. The additionally 

acquired runtime information for each test case is comprised 

of (i) what parts of the code were active during its execution, 

(ii) the number of times the test case passed through each part 

of the code and (iii) when it passed through each part for the 

first time. As a foundation for the acquisition of this runtime 

data, the code is instrumented: the original project is 

automatically extended by functions and function calls. This 

instrumentation is used during the execution of each system 

test to record runtime data using a guided semi-automatic 

system testing approach [7].  

1) Code Instrumentation for the Acquisition of Relevant 

Runtime Information 

The instrumentation of the code is the foundation of the 

acquisition of runtime information during test execution. The 

instrumentation consists of creating structures designated for 

the recording of trace information and the inclusion of tracing 

statements into the control program at relevant points in the 

source code. The insertion of the trace statements (e.g. “tp.x25 

:= TRUE;” for tracing code traversals, where 25 is the trace 

point ID) is described in Fig. 3. The previous version of the 

tracing approach is explained in more context and detail in [8]. 

This previous approach was extended by the possibility to 

record how often each relevant part of the code was traversed 

by each test case and when it was traversed for the first time. 

In addition, for performance reasons, previously used call-by-

value function calls for tracing (“tpr(i:=25);”, 25 being the 

trace point ID) were exchanged for inline tracing statements, 

and trace arrays for storing tracing information were replaced 

by structures. These improvements were performed after the 

initial expert evaluation (see section VI), thus the runtime 

properties with this current state of the approach yield better 

results (see section VII). To this point, this tracing approach 

allows for the recording of whether, how often and when a 

part of the code was executed for the first time, yet does not 

distinguish by whom the traversal of this part was initiated. 

Thus, for a multi-task PLC program, no distinction of calling 

tasks is made, as this is not required for the current state of the 

approach. 

2) Recording and Saving Runtime Information Using a 

Guided Semi-Automatic System Testing Approach 

Currently in industry, system testing is almost exclusively 

performed manually and does not allow any recording of 

runtime information regarding test coverage. For this reason, 

the presented approach is based on a semi-automatic guided 

def nodes = set of all nodes in dep. model

def instrumentables = nodes.FindAll(where type 

is Function, Program, FunctionBlock or Action)

def tpCounter = 0 //counter trace point index

for each instrumentable in instrumentables

def basicBlocks = nodes.FindAll(where type 

is BasicBlock and parent is instrumentable)

sort basicBlocks by sourceStartPos

offset = 0 //source pos. for instrum.

for each basicBlock in basicBlocks

text = “tp.x” + (tpCounter) + ” := TRUE;”

position = basicBlock.sourceStartPos + 

offset

instrumentable.insertText(text, position)

offset += text.length

tracePointDataBase.AddTracePoint(

tpCounter++, basicBlock.ID)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

 
Fig. 3.  Pseudo code describing the instrumentation process: A trace function 

(line 10) is added in front of every basic block; information about this 

inserted code is stored in the trace-point database for later utilization 
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system testing approach previously published in [7]. Here, 

each system test can comprise automatic stimulations and 

checks of the control program and manual tasks given to a 

testing technician (ranging from inexperienced workers to 

experienced engineers). These tasks are given using an HMI, 

such as a display and touch interface as currently available in 

most aPSs. Using this method, system tests become more 

structured and allow for the automatic recording of runtime 

information, among other positive aspects, e.g. a more 

structured test execution and automatic detailed 

documentation of the testing process. 

Each test case is extended by calls of the tracing functions 

“reset” at the beginning of each test case, which resets trace 

structures that store execution trace information, and “save” at 

the end of each test case, which saves the information in the 

trace structure to the PLC hard drive. During test execution, 

the trace structure is filled with information about traversals 

and timing information upon executing the instrumented 

control code. After the execution of all test cases, the saved 

test traces are transferred from the execution hardware (PLC 

or Embedded PC) to the engineering platform (PC with IDE) 

for analysis and storage. 

3) Relating Code to System Test Cases 

Using the information acquired during test execution and 

instrumentation, a relation between the tested code (basic 

blocks) and the individual system test cases can be inferred. 

The meta model for storing this information is shown in Fig. 

2, bottom left. During instrumentation, the trace-point 

database is generated, relating basic blocks to the individual 

trace points. After test execution, the test report, which stores 

information about which test cases were executed and 

information about their success and required total execution 

time, is passed and stored in the respective test execution 

information object. By parsing the individual execution traces 

generated during test execution, information about individual 

test cases “visiting” (traversing) each trace point, including 

information about the number of visits and their first visit, can 

be extracted. Using this information, a direct relation between 

each test case and the basic blocks can be generated. Upon 

change of the system, this information is used to extract the 

required information for prioritization. 

C. Acquiring Change Impact Information 

Regression testing uses previously successfully executed 

test cases to possibly identify newly introduced faults in the 

system caused by a change. For this approach, it is assumed 

that all test cases for which the prioritization is to be 

performed are still technically executable (e.g. no changes of 

variable names checked by test cases) and valid (e.g. no 

change of a requirement making a test case inconsistent with 

the requirement). Changes that would require an adaption of 

existing test cases are not regarded in the current state of the 

approach. In addition, newly specified test cases are also not 

part of the prioritization for regression testing but should be 

executed first to test the change itself. 

1) Software Change Identification 

Changes in a software can be identified by comparing a 

previous (unchanged) and a current (changed) software 

revision. Current Integrated Development Environments 

(IDEs) often already offer syntactic change analysis of control 

software, but lack the identification of changes of the control 

and data flow. As the presented regression test prioritization is 

based on the relationship between test cases and the program 

control flow, the comparison is directly performed with the 

revisions of the system’s dependency model. Changes are 

identified in a top-down manner: coarse-grained changes are 

identified by comparing the items of the dependency model 

and, subsequently, fine-grained changes are identified by 

comparing modified items in more detail.  

Coarse-grained changes (software project level): Through 

comparison of the set of nodes and edges of the project level 

(POUs and calls), added, removed and modified nodes and 

edges can be identified. The relation between the items in the 

sets of old and new are generated by the items’ qualified name 

(unique name based on their parent objects’ names and own 

name). Items of the same name that have a changed checksum 

of their content are marked as “modified” (fine-grained 

changes) and are subsequently analyzed in more detail by 

regarding their sub-items. In addition, modifications on 

globally specified variables are analyzed in a similar way. 

Fine-grained changes (source code level): Modified POUs 

are analyzed for their internal changes by comparing their 

control flow with the unchanged revision. Depending on the 

implementation of the POU, this is directly performed on the 

basic blocks and decisions stemming from an ST 

implementation or the SFC steps and transitions of an SFC 

implementation. Changes to SFC elements are identified 

similarly to coarse-grained changes: the set of SFC steps is 

compared using the steps’ names, followed by a comparison 

of the connecting transitions. Actions related to the SFC steps 

are then compared, similar to ST implementations. Small 

changes in the ST control flow, i.e. changes that only modify 

existing basic blocks or transition conditions, are identified by 

comparing the control flow graphs. In case transitions were 

modified, the previous and following basic blocks are marked 

as modified, as the tracing algorithm focuses on the traversal 

of basic blocks. Larger changes to the control flow, i.e. 

changes that add and remove basic blocks or transitions, 

cannot be safely identified by the comparison algorithm. This 

is a focus of future work. In case the comparison algorithm 

fails to identify small changes, all basic blocks are marked as 

changed to be sure all test cases relating to this POU or SFC 

step will be prioritized. 

2) Software Change Impact Analysis 

A change to the control software cannot only have direct 

influence on the software’s output signals and their timing, but 

also on other elements in the code. If, for example, a local 

variable is assigned a different value in a modified basic 

block, this can have an influence on the program’s progression 

through the control flow. Regarding this indirect influence on 

the control software’s behavior, a change impact analysis 

algorithm was developed to analyze the cross connections 

within the program based on the previously identified changes. 

For this, modified basic blocks, transitions between basic 
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blocks and SFC steps and global variable assignment are 

analyzed in detail for three different types of possible 

influences: influence thorough changed assignments, calls or 

decisions (see Fig. 4). Directly changed or indirectly changed 

items both will be called “modified” from this point on for 

better readability.  

Influence by modified assignments: A change of an 

assignment of a variable (write access) that is used in a 

different part of the code (read access) can have an influence 

on the progression through the code (control flow) or the 

output behavior of the control program. Thus, the newly 

assigned variable is marked as modified. 

Influence by modified calls: A change in passed values in a 

POU (instance) call will likely have an influence on its 

behavior. Therefore, the called POU is marked as modified in 

case of modified passed values in one or more arguments. 

Influence on the control flow by modified decisions (edges 

between basic blocks): If a condition of a decision was 

modified by another change (see previous change types), the 

progression of the program through the code (control flow) is 

likely to exhibit differing behavior. As decisions are not 

instrumented directly, the previous and subsequent basic 

blocks of the decision are marked as modified. 

Using this change impact algorithm, the influence of a 

change can be analyzed and is stored in the dependency 

model: basic blocks are marked as modified, which is treated 

equivalently to a direct change of a basic block. The change 

can affect the control flow within a POU, but can also reach 

code outside of a POU. While the influence could technically 

span throughout the whole program quickly, this problem was 

not encountered in any of the conducted preliminary and 

evaluation experiments. Still, optimizations of this algorithm 

can be the focus of future research. 

D. Test Prioritization 

The system test-case prioritization is based on the relation 

of each test case to the control program, test-case timing 

information and modifications (changes and possible change 

influences) to a system’s control software.  

The test cases are prioritized in two steps. In the first step, 

each test case traversing modified parts of the code is 

prioritized. In the second step, the prioritization is refined 

using one of two strategies depending on the user’s choice: 

prioritizing test cases that intensely or quickly traversing all 

modifications. In the following sections, these prioritization 

methods will be presented in detail. 

1) Simple Prioritization: Prioritizing Test Cases That 

Traverse Modifications 

The goal of a prioritization is to quickly unveil regressions 

in the system. Test cases that directly traverse modifications 

are more likely to unveil regressions by failing than others that 

are executing completely unchanged code. For this reason, the 

set of system tests is grouped into test cases that are 

modification-traversing (high-priority test cases) and those 

that are not (low-priority test cases). The grouping is 

performed in four steps: I) all possibly influenced basic blocks 

are identified using the dependency model, which stores 

information about changes and possible influence 

(modifications) after the change identification and change 

impact analysis. II) An iteration through each execution trace 

is performed and “visited” (traversed) basic blocks that were 

possibly influenced are identified (compare Fig. 2, “visits” on 

bottom left). III) If an execution trace shows that a test case 

has visited a modified basic block, it is added to the group of 

high-priority test cases. IV) After iteration through all 

execution traces, all remaining test cases are added to the 

group of low-priority test cases. 

In practice, systems are tested with a set of many test cases. 

Thus, many test cases might be identified as high-priority test 

cases. For a more efficient prioritization, a refined 

prioritization was developed.  

2) Refined Prioritization I: Prioritizing Test Cases That 

Intensely Traverse Modifications 

Some changes of the system cause regressions that might 

not become apparent in the first traversal of modified code. 

This more detailed prioritization, therefore, gives test cases a 

higher priority that traverse modifications as much as possible 

in the least amount of time. It is aimed at finding sporadic 

faults caused by regressions of the system. 

The information that is gathered for this prioritization is the 

amount of traversals of possibly influenced parts of the code 

and the total execution time previously required by the test 

case. For each test case, a prioritization number p it is 

calculated. This number represents the times per second the 

test case previously traversed now-modified basic blocks. The 

number is calculated as follows: pit is the sum of all traversals 

of all modified basic blocks divided by the seconds previously 

needed to execute the test case. 

After calculation of the prioritization number p it, a refined 

prioritization of all test cases can be performed. So far, the 

algorithm does not differentiate between different 

modifications. Thus, if a change has an impact on many parts 

of the code, this prioritization algorithm might not check the 

desired part of the functionality. This prioritization method is 

therefore aimed at changes that have little influence on the 

control code, but might fail due to sporadic faults, in 

def modBBs = nodes.FindAll(where type is 

BasicBlock and modified is true)

for each modBB in modBBs

//Get added, changed or removed statements

m_sts = modBB.GetAllModifiedStatements()

for each m_st in m_sts

analyzeStatement(m_st)

function analyzeStatement(statement st)

if st is decision

st.SetSourceBasicBlockModified()

st.SetTargetBasicBlocksModified()

else

st.SetParentBasicBlockModified()

if st is assignment //variable := value

analyzeStatement(st.variable)

if st is call //callee(param. assign.)

for each pa in st.parameterAssignments

analyzeStatement(pa)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
 

Fig. 4.  Pseudo code describing the change impact analysis: each modified 

basic block is analyzed for modified statements, which are subsequently 

analyzed for their impact on other basic blocks 
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particular, in connection with the controlled hardware. 

3) Refined Prioritization II: Prioritizing Test Cases That 

Traverse as Many Modifications as Fast as Possible 

Some changes influence many different parts of the code 

that might all be related to regressions of the system. For this 

reason, this refined prioritization method tries to prioritize a 

set of test cases that executes as many modifications of the 

code as fast as possible. It is aimed at quickly finding faults 

that become apparent in the first traversal of the modified part 

of the system. 

If a revision of the control software includes many 

modifications (changes to the control software and resulting 

possibly influenced parts of the code), there might not be a 

single test case that traverses all of these modifications. Thus, 

instead of prioritizing single test cases, modification-

traversing test combinations (MTTCs) are arranged. These 

combinations are sequences of test cases to be executed to 

cover all or as many modifications as possible. The MTTCs 

are inferred using the following process: 

1. For each modification-traversing test case, a new MTTC 

is instantiated. 

2. If the test case does not cover all modifications yet, all  

test cases related to the remaining untraversed modifications 

are combined with it. Each combination results in a new 

MTTC. 

3. For each MTTC, the total time needed to traverse all 

modifications is calculated. 

4. Each MTTC instance is then rated by the needed total 

time to traverse all modifications. The fastest MTTCs are 

prioritized highest.  

5. After finding the fastest MTTC, this process is iteratively 

repeated on the remaining test cases. 

Through this prioritization, a combination of test cases that 

previously traversed many or all possibly influenced parts of 

the control software are executed first, followed by further 

combinations that try covering as many modifications as 

possible. Non-modification-traversing test cases follow as 

low-priority test cases with no particular order. Using this 

method, a quick test of all possibly influenced parts of the 

code is achieved, allowing one to unveil potentially introduced 

unwanted behavior in different functions of the code. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION IN AN INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMING 

ENVIRONMENT  

To allow for an evaluation of the applicability of the 

presented concept, a prototypical tool was implemented. This 

tool enables the definition and execution of system tests, their 

subsequent prioritization and the measurement of their 

execution time properties. For this, a plug-in for the widely 

used CODESYS V3.5 Integrated Development Environment 

(IDE) for Automated Production Systems programmed in the 

IEC 61131-3 standard [32] was implemented. Building on the 

close integration with the IDE, an almost fully automated 

workflow and algorithms using reliable information provided 

by the IDE were implemented into the plug-in. Test definition 

and test project generation were adapted from the previously 

developed semi-automatic system testing approach [7]. It is 

built upon the CODESYS Test Manager [33] extended by 

invoking tracing functions (see section IV.B) to record 

runtime information for each test case. The resulting execution 

traces were stored directly on the embedded PC during test 

execution. The traces are automatically transferred to the 

development system for subsequent analysis after all tests are 

executed. For this, the developed plug-in automatically loads 

and analyzes the execution trace files and calculates the 

prioritization of the test cases according to the chosen 

prioritization method. This implementation was based on a 

previous implementation [8] that was extended by the 

different prioritization methods and refined regarding 

performance and applicability for industrial use. For 

experimentation purposes, the instrumentation algorithm was 

implemented in such a way that either no or a specific 

instrumentation was possible (depending on the used 

prioritization algorithm) to acquire more information about the 

differences in the needed execution time and the memory 

overhead. 

VI. EVALUATION 

Several experiments were designed in cooperation with 

industrial experts and performed by the authors for the 

evaluation of the approach. As proposed by [34], a 

representative group of participants and data measurements 

were intentionally chosen to allow for an evaluation of the 

initially defined requirements. The measurements include 

execution timing to assess the approach’s influence on runtime 

properties and thus its applicability for the production 

automation domain. Additionally, the prioritization results 

were recorded. The experiments’ results were discussed in a 

workshop with six experienced experts from the field of aPS 

engineering from one of the participating companies. 

The following sections present the case study, a 

decommissioned machine formerly used in industry, the 

experiments and performed measurements. Subsequently, the 

results of the discussion with experienced industrial experts 

from a reputable aPS engineering company will be presented. 

A. Description of the Case Study  

Part of a real industrial factory automation system for 

depalletizing trays was used for experimentation. Trays with 

parts (needles) are fed into the machine using conveyor belts, 

which are then depalletized by picking individual pieces off 

the tray using a 3-axis pick and place unit (PPU). Empty trays 

are subsequently moved out of the machine using a lift and 

conveyor system. A schematic view of the aPS is depicted in 

Fig. 5. The control software communicates with the hardware 

using 69 input variables and 26 output variables (mostly 

Booleans). It was written by the company participating in the 

evaluation workshop and comprises 119 POUs, adding up to 

about 15500 lines of code. The program uses two tasks, the 

first for the control logic (maximum scan cycle time of 10ms), 

and the second for the visualization (max. 100ms). It was 

implemented in IEC 61131-3 ST and SFC. The system is 

controlled by a Bosch Rexroth IndraControl VPP 21 

Embedded PC with an Intel® Pentium® III 701 MHz 
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processor and 504 MB of RAM. The control hardware uses 

the CODESYS Control RTE V3.5.5.20 real-time capable 

runtime and an Ethernet connection to connect to a 

development PC. The development system was used for 

generating and uploading the instrumented code and retrieving 

runtime information after test execution. A consumer laptop 

with an Intel® Core™ i7 5600U CPU running at 2.6 GHz and 

8 GB RAM using Microsoft Windows 10 64-bit was used for 

this purpose. Here, CODESYS V3.5 SP8 Patch 1 and 

CODESYS Test Manager Version 4.0.1.0. implemented the 

approach together with the developed prototypical plug-in. 

B. Experiments and Results 

A test suite was created for the system presented in the 

previous section based on a test plan provided by one of the 

industry partners. The test suite consists of 14 system test 

cases with a total runtime of about 25 minutes, testing the 

machine in different operation modes (manual and automatic) 

and in the case of an operation mode switch during automatic 

operation. All test cases include manual operations by the 

operator, such as putting a filled tray into the machine or 

acknowledging that the gripper is indeed closed. The test suite 

was created with the notion that most important functions in 

the machine were tested. The set of test cases was approved by 

an industrial expert from the company. 

Using the test suite, two experiments were designed and 

performed. The goal for experiment I was to investigate the 

properties of the overhead generated by the different execution 

tracing implementations relating to the different prioritization 

methods. In experiment II, the prioritization approach itself 

was investigated for its benefits in aPS engineering.  

1) Experiment I: Runtime and Memory Overhead 

To acquire information about the runtime properties of the 

approach, two test cases were each executed five times for 

four different configurations of the control software. The four 

configurations represent different levels of the implementation 

of the approach, starting from 1. an uninstrumented, original 

control program and 2. an instrumented program 

implementing only the semi-automatic testing approach 

without any runtime information acquisition. Configuration 3. 

only allows for the unrefined prioritization of modification-

traversing test cases, whereas 4. additionally allows for the 

usage of both refined prioritization methods described in this 

paper.  

The two test cases chosen for the acquisition of runtime 

information were a test of a manual operation and one for 

automatic operation, as these are the most different regarding 

the involved code. During execution of the test cases, the 

average and maximum execution times of the PLC scan cycle, 

including reading sensor and writing actuator values, were 

measured using the task monitor of the IDE. From all 

measurements acquired during the execution of both test cases 

and all their repetitions (ten repetitions per test case), the 

average and maximum value were calculated. In addition, the 

required time to generate the dependency model and the 

required memory of the compiled program for each 

configuration were recorded. 

The instrumentation of the project required less than one 

second, generating the dependency model and inserting 2261 

trace function calls into the code. Each system test was 

executed completely without breaking real-time restrictions 

(10ms for the logic task), while all execution traces were 

written into the memory of the embedded execution hardware. 

The transfer from the memory to the hard drive of the 

embedded execution hardware was performed asynchronously 

after each test completion to avoid influencing real-time 

properties during test execution and did not exceed 10 PLC 

scan cycles, during which the program was still executed but 

in an idle state.  

The required execution time for each of the configurations 

for the given application example (Fig. 5) is shown in Fig. 6 

(left). While the average increase is quite significant, this 

increase has no direct influence on real-time requirements. For 

this, the maximum required execution time is relevant, which 

also increases, but to a smaller extent. Compared to the 

original program, the overall increase using the most complex 

tracing mechanism (“prioritization”) results in 33.9% for the 

case study. With the given maximum scan cycle time of 10ms 

for this case study, all approaches are well within the bounds 

of real-time requirements, none exceeding 5ms. Therefore, all 

prioritization methods would be applicable to the given 

example (Fig. 5). Improvements to the runtime properties 

were implemented after the evaluation and are presented in 

Section VII. 

Regarding the required memory for executable code on the 

execution hardware (see Fig. 6, right), the additionally needed 

space only increases moderately with about 23% for each of 

the prioritization methods. Yet, the increase in the needed 

global data increases significantly, resulting in an overall 

Tray

Linear drive

Rotary drive

3-axis
PPU

Conveyor (Inlet)
Linear 
drive
(Lift)Conveyor (Outlet)

Binary
vertical
movement

 
Fig. 5.  Schematic for the industrial aPS for depalletizing trays using a 3-axis 

pick and place unit (PPU), which was used for the experiments [7] 
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Fig. 6.  Overheads of the approach: Required PLC scan cycle time for the 

different prioritization approaches (left) and required memory (right) in 

comparison to the original program.  
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increase of about 136% for the full-featured prioritization 

method. The increase is mostly due to the prototypical 

implementation of the guided testing approach, accounting for 

the biggest increase. While a significant increase in the 

required memory was found, the overall required memory is 

still low with less than 5MB. Similar to the runtime overhead, 

improvements were made following the evaluation and are 

briefly presented in Section VII. 

2) Experiment II: Software Change Scenario 

In the second experiment, a change scenario on a previously 

tested system was conducted to gain knowledge about the 

properties of the approach regarding prioritization. In this 

scenario, the timing of the gripper of the pick and place unit 

was adjusted to allow more consistent results regarding the 

identification of picked-up work pieces (needles). In sporadic 

cases, the gripper would not recognize a gripped needle even 

though it was holding onto one. The identification of gripped 

work pieces is achieved by gripping, waiting and then 

checking a vacuum sensor (Fig. 7, “_SnsNdl”) that yields a 

different result in the case a work piece is present. The change 

relates to the waiting time, which was prolonged to allow for a 

more consistent buildup of a vacuum and thus a more 

consistent identification of gripped needles. For this, the 

assignment of a global variable “DelayNeedle” is adjusted that 

refers to the waiting time before checking the vacuum sensor.  

A schematic view of the change scenario is depicted in Fig. 

8. By changing the assignment of the global variable 

“DelayNeedle,” several influenced parts of the program can be 

identified. The changed assignment renders the variable 

“DelayNeedle” modified. As it is used as an input for a call of 

the timer-POU instance “SqTimer”, the called POU instance is 

also possibly affected by the change. Thus, the basic block 

(Fig. 7, “BB1”) containing the timer is added to the set of 

modified basic blocks. The timer is used in two decisions 

(needle detected or not), possibly changing the progression of 

the program through the code (Fig. 7, “BB2” and “BB3”).  

This information is used to relate the modified parts of the 

code to the timing information acquired during the previous 

execution of the test cases, which is depicted in Table II. Not 

all test cases traverse all modifications: only the three test 

cases 11, 12 and 13 traverse some or all of the modifications. 

Thus, the basic prioritization adds these test cases to the group 

of high-priority test cases, whereas the rest of the test cases are 

assigned a low priority. For the refined prioritization, the order 

of these three test cases is calculated. 

The refined prioritization method regarding intense 

traversal uses the traversal count of each test case to calculate 

the number of times the test case interacts with a changed part 

of the control program. In this case, the result would be 

pit=0.25 (modification traversals per second) for test case 11 

((5+5) traversals / 40s = 0.25 traversals per second), 0.28 for 

test case 12 and 0.65 for test case 13. Thus, the test case order 

would be 13, 12 and 11, followed by the rest of the test cases 

in no particular order. In test case 13, a full tray is 

depalletized, picking off 192 needles. Thus, the new timing is 

tested most by this test case, but not in all situations: there 

never is an empty spot on the tray, not testing whether an 

empty gripper is correctly recognized by the control program. 

The calculation of the prioritization for quick-modification 

traversal returns several modification-traversing test 

combinations (MTTC): 

MTTC 1: Test cases 11 + 12, resulting in a total time to 

traverse all modifications of 1m 5s (40s + 25s) 

MTTC 2: Test cases 11 + 13, resulting in 1m 4s (40s + 24s) 

MTTC 3: Test case 12, resulting in 52s 

MTTC 4 & 5: Test cases 13 + 11 / 12, resulting in over 10m 

Prioritizing the quickest combination, MTTC 3 is chosen, 

containing only a single test case (12). This test case uses a 

partially filled pallet, thus including two scenarios for the 

gripper: occupied and empty spaces on the tray. Therefore, 

this test case would test all modifications the quickest. 

Another close competitor would have been the combinations 

of an empty tray followed by a partially filled (MTTC 1) or 

full tray (MTTC 2). 

C. Discussion 

The results of the experiments and the performed 

measurements were presented to six experienced experts from 

a successful company in the field of aPS engineering. In the 

discussion, the satisfaction of the requirements of the approach 

was evaluated and will be presented, followed by the 

identified benefits of the approach. 

1) Expert discussion 

The group participating in the discussion of the experiment 

result comprised industrially experienced employees active in 

the fields of aPS commissioning, maintenance, software 

engineering and group management (technical development) 

from the company engineering the machine used in the case 

BB1

BB2

BB3

POU Sqeuence

(SFC) Step 141

Step 210

Step 145

Step 160

Step 161

Step 200

Ret = OK

Ret = OK

Ret = OK

Ret = JP

Ret = OK

DelayNeedle :TIME := T#1S;

Ret := Busy;

SqTimer(IN:=TRUE, PT:=DelayNeedle);

IF SqTimer.Q AND _SnsNdl THEN

Ret := OK;

ELSIF SqTimer.Q AND NOT _SnsNdl THEN

Ret := JP;

END_IF
 

Fig. 7.  Experiment II: Influence of a software change regarding a global 

variable assignment, possibly influencing the control flow through several 

Basic Blocks (BB). 

TABLE II 

TIMING INFORMATION OF ALL SYSTEM TEST CASES FROM EXPERIMENT II 

REGARDING THE IDENTIFIED CHANGE AND CHANGE IMPACT 

System tests (Total 

execution time) 

Basic block 1 

traversal 

Basic block 2 

traversal 

Basic block 3 

traversal 

1.-10. Manual 

functions (14s-91s) 

No traversal No traversal No traversal 

11. Empty tray (40s) 5 times, first 

after 23s 

No traversal 5 times, first 

after 23s 

12. Partially filled 

tray (1m 33s) 

13 times, first 

after 25s 

8 times, first 

after 25s 

5 times, first 

after 52s 

13. Full tray (9m 

47s) 

192 times, 

first after 24s 

192 times, 

first after 24s 

No traversal 

14. Op-Mode-

Change (3m 59s) 

No traversal No traversal No traversal 

Test cases for manual functions are combined in this table, as none of these 

test cases traverses the modifications. 
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study. In addition to discussing the results in relation to the 

approach’s applicability, a questionnaire was filled out by 

each expert to render the results more precisely. 

The result of the rating of the approach by the group of 

experts is summarized in Table III. Regarding the 

requirements 1, 3 and 4, the experts approved the fulfillment 

of the requirements by the design and successful conduction of 

the case-study experiments. A representative application 

example with real industrial code was used and realistic test 

cases and change scenarios were executed. 

Requirement 2 was seen as only partially fulfilled. In 

particular, the increase in required execution time was seen as 

critical for a larger segment of the machines produced by this 

company. Especially for highly automated machines with very 

short scan cycle times, the increase in maximum execution 

time would prevent the approach to be applied in its current 

state. It has to be noted that the current state of the algorithm 

was not fully optimized for speed and thus could be improved 

to increase the applicability of the approach.  

The requirement regarding the increase in efficiency during 

the testing process of changes (R5) was seen as fulfilled. It 

was agreed upon that the approach would represent a valuable 

support in preselecting and prioritizing suitable test cases, 

which then could be further prioritized by the testing 

technician. This initial prioritization of test cases would save 

the involved personnel significant amounts of scarcely 

available time. While this property of the approach could not 

be quantified in the presented case study, the improvement of 

the regression testing process was seen as improved from a 

grade of 4.33 to 2.67 (1 = best, 7 = worst) on average. 

2) Benefits of the Approach 

The main benefit of the presented approach is the automatic 

support in prioritizing system test cases that are closely related 

to a change of the system. This prioritization is based on 

previous executions and an analysis of the change impact. 

Several problems are in focus by the presented approach: 

1. Finding test cases that relate to a change of a system 

2. Analyzing side effects of this change 

3. Finding and prioritizing test cases that efficiently test 

possible regressions caused by side effects. 

According to the industrial experts’ opinion, the approach 

shows promising results in tackling these problems, improving 

the testing process of changes to aPSs regarding efficiency and 

testing quality. It is expected that when using the approach, 

regressions in systems can be found more quickly and reliably. 

At the same time, the industrial requirements were satisfied 

for a representative case study, and a discussion showed that 

the approach in its current prototypical form is already 

applicable for a significant part of the machines produced in 

this company and aPS engineering. 

VII. POST-EVALUATION PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 

Due to the identified shortcomings of the approach 

regarding real-time performance that were identified during 

the evaluation, several improvements were performed on the 

approach. These included (i) using inline tracing statements 

rather than using call-by-value function calls for each trace 

point, (ii) using structures instead of arrays for saving traces 

during runtime and (iii) the removal of unnecessary tracing 

functionality used for the debugging of the prototypical tool. 

The resulting improvements of the approach regarding PLC 

scan cycle overhead are depicted in Fig. 8. The data was 

collected during the execution of twenty test case executions 

(ten repetitions of the two test cases from the evaluation in 

Section VI.B)). The increase in average scan cycle time (Fig. 

8. bar chart, bottom) of the old approach of up to 66% could 

be reduced to an increase of 12% of required execution time in 

comparison to the original, unchanged program. Regarding the 

maximum required scan cycle times (Fig. 8. box chart, top), 

the longest observed scan cycle times of the new versions of 

the approach were shorter in comparison to the original 

program (Fig. 8. box chart, top, percentage values without 

parentheses). Within the interquartile range of the observed 

values, however (Fig. 8. box chart, top, percentage values in 

parentheses), an increase of about 15% of the required 

maximum execution time was observed.  

Test only

old new

Traversal

old new

Prioritization

old new

Original

Task avg.

Task max.

+49%
+4%

+61%

+5%

+66%

+12%

+10%
(+36%)

+17%
(+41%)

+34%
(+57%)

-11%
(+1%) -22%

(+1%)

-7%
(+15%)

1,5

PLC task cycle time [ms]

3,55

+XX%
(+YY%)

Increase to original (Max. observed value)

Increase (Quartile of max. observed values)
 

Fig. 8.  Required maximum and average PLC scan cycle times for the 

different prioritization approaches (old version used in the evaluation and 

new, improved version) in comparison to the original program. 

 

Regarding the required memory, the optimized approach 

only required up to 22% more memory compared to the 136% 

required in the old version. This was mostly due to the 

TABLE III 

RATING OF THE PRESENTED APPROACH BY A GROUP OF INDUSTRIAL EXPERTS 

REGARDING THE FULFILLMENT OF THE INITIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Industrial Requirement Experts’ Opinion 

R1 Support of industrial 

software properties 

Fulfilled – A representative industrial 

example was used in the case study 

R2 Real time capability and 

memory size 

Partially fulfilled – Execution time 

overhead suitable for about 20%-33% 

of the machines produced by the 

company, memory overhead acceptable 

for about 90% of the machines 

R3 Inclusion of valid hardware 

and process behavior in the 

testing process 

Fulfilled – Real hardware in 

combination with the software was 

used for system testing 

R4 Manipulation of hardware 

and process behavior during 

testing 

Fulfilled – Manual manipulation was 

part of the test cases 

R5 Increase in efficiency 

during the testing process of 

changes 

Fulfilled – Valuable support for pre-

selection of test cases in case of 

changes was given by the approach 
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removal of unneeded tracing functionality used for debugging 

the prototypical implementation itself. 

With the given improvements on the overhead 

characteristics of the approach, a higher applicability than 

identified in the evaluation would be possible. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

A novel approach was presented that optimizes the 

regression testing process of fully integrated automated 

production systems (aPS) after modifications were performed 

on the control software. It supports test technicians in 

automatically finding and sequencing available test cases that 

are most likely to unveil newly introduced faults (regressions) 

based on runtime information acquired during previous 

executions, taking possible side effects of the modification 

into account. This prioritization helps to identify regressions to 

the system earlier, streamlining the regression testing process, 

which is often performed on-site under extremely tight time 

restrictions.  

Through close cooperation with internationally renowned 

industrial partners, the approach was developed in line with 

relevant industrial requirements. Particularly, the approach is 

independent of simulations and regards real-time properties 

relevant for aPSs, which hinder the industrial applicability of 

most other approaches proposed in literature. Through the 

application of the approach in an industrial case study and a 

subsequent evaluation with experienced industrial experts, it 

was found that the approach shows very promising results 

regarding support during the regression testing process of 

aPSs and industrial applicability.  

For further research, different properties of the approach 

could be improved to allow for an even wider applicability. 

Especially the runtime overhead could be decreased even 

further. From the first investigations, the overhead is related to 

both the cyclomatic complexity of the code (more complexity 

requires more trace function calls) and the amount of 

instructions in basic blocks (the more instructions, the lower 

the percentage of overhead from the trace functions). Yet, the 

maximum overhead seems highly dependent on task 

scheduling and the path that was taken through the code, 

where worst-case execution time analysis [35] could be an 

appropriate means to determine possible real-time breaches. 

Certainly, more research on this property of the approach 

would be an interesting focus of future work. A combination 

with other efficient tracing techniques, such as [29], could also 

increase applicability for aPSs with very short scan cycles. 

Furthermore, the support of all IEC 61131-3 programming 

languages is of interest in making the approach applicable for 

all control programs programmed in this standard. The change 

impact analysis and prioritization algorithms should also be a 

focus of further research, improving the safety of the choice of 

test cases to allow for the omission of low-priority test cases 

without compromising the quality of the testing process. 
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